Thermostat jiggle valve

Click to see full answer Correspondingly, what is the purpose of a jiggle valve on a thermostat?
As long as the system is operating the thermostat continues to control the flow of liquid
through the radiator in accordance with engine cooling requirements. The purpose of the jiggle
valve a small pin-style valve is to facilitate refilling of the system by acting as a self-clearing
vent hole. Additionally, what is the purpose of a thermostat? Any liquid-cooled car engine has a
small device called the thermostat that sits between the engine and the radiator. Its job is to
block the flow of coolant to the radiator until the engine has warmed up. When the engine is
cold, no coolant flows through the engine. Sign 4: Room temperature and setting don't match.
Step 1: Make sure thermostat is on the right setting. To put it in simple words, a car thermostat
works by responding to the changes in the temperature of the engine coolant. If the engine
coolant is cold, then the thermostat maintains its closed position. Once the engine coolant is
hot enough, then the thermostat opens to allow the coolant to go to the radiator. A car without a
thermostat would never even warm to operating temperature, much less overheat. The lack of a
thermostat would create a constant flow of coolant through the engine , thus a constant cooling
effect on the engine. If you installed the thermostat backwards , it would probably not open up
enough to allow coolant to flow, and the temp gauge would shoot up into the far right range, the
engine would overheat, etc. So the overflow tank provides a way for the engine to only have as
much coolant as it needs. Under normal operating temperatures, the Fail - Safe operates in the
same manner as a conventional thermostat. Once the Fail - Safe thermostat does its job of
allowing coolant to continue to flow to the engine during an overheating by locking in the open
position, you must replace it with a new one. Sometimes the thermostat fails and must be
replaced; there are four main reasons for failure: overheating, sludge, defect and age. The
thermostat senses the heat of the engine, and then uses that heat to open and close a valve.
Improper Installation. Perhaps the most common example of purely mechanical thermostat
technology in use today is the internal combustion engine cooling system thermostat , used to
maintain the engine near its optimum operating temperature by regulating the flow of coolant to
an air-cooled radiator. If your thermostat is in the wrong place it can raise your utility costs.
Proper thermostat placement can make your heating and cooling more energy efficient while
still keeping you comfortable. Here's where to put it and why. If your thermostat remains closed
and stuck closed the coolant will not flow thru your radiator, resulting in increased engine
temperature which results in overheating the engine. Blown head gaskets most of the time is
caused by the cylinder head warping, not always mind you, sometimes the gaskets do give out.
You can successfully troubleshoot a thermostat. Check the thermostat temperatures. There are
two temperatures to take into consideration when dealing with a thermostat; set point
temperature and room temperature. Calibrate your room temperature. Check the connections.
Take the thermostat out of the equation. An experienced DIY-er can install most programmable
thermostats and some smart thermostats. Don't forget to turn off the breaker to the HVAC
equipment! If the job requires more than just a replacement , a certified HVAC professional can
ensure proper installation, as well as operation of your heating and cooling system. You can
either replace the valves with new ones or work the valves back into a position where they can
move up and down more freely. Replace the thermostat. This is the last thing you want to do,
but if the hoses do not show a blockage or coolant hindrance then the thermostat itself may be
malfunctioning. We can tell just from its name that a thermostat is something that "keeps heat
the same": when our home is too cold , the thermostat switches on the heating so things
quickly warm up; once the temperature reaches the level we've set, the thermostat switches the
heating off so we don't boil. If you see your temperature gauge going into the red within the first
15 minutes of driving, your thermostat may be bad. Generally, if your vehicle is overheating
within 15 minutes or so of driving it, this may be a sign that the thermostat is stuck. Step 2:
Check the radiator hoses. Here are some of the most common reasons why your thermostat
screen might be blank â€” as well as ways to fix it. The Circuit Breaker Tripped. The Furnace
Door Is Open. The Batteries Are Dead. There's an Electrical Issue. A Blown Fuse. A Tripped
High-Limit Switch. If your car is running unusually cool and not building up any heat in the
engine, it's likely that your thermostat is stuck open and is letting too much coolant through. No
Heater. Your vehicle's heater works in conjunction with the engine's cooling system. Reduced
Fuel Economy. Typically removing the thermostat will cause the engine to overheat at normal
operating RPM. When the restriction is removed by removing the thermostat , at idle too much
coolant will flow typically causing the engine to fail to reach it's designed operating
temperature. What does the jiggle pin on a thermostat do? Category: home and garden indoor
environmental quality. Does it matter which way a thermostat goes in? Will an engine run cooler
without a thermostat? What happens if you put a thermostat in backwards? How do fail safe
thermostats work? What causes thermostat to fail? Which type of thermostat is most commonly
used in modern automobiles? Can you put a thermostat in wrong? Can a bad thermostat cause

a blown head gasket? How do you troubleshoot a thermostat? Can I replace my thermostat
myself? Can a stuck thermostat fix itself? What does a thermostat do if it gets too cool? How do
you know if your car thermostat is broken? What can cause a thermostat to go blank? How do
you know if your thermostat is stuck open? Low Engine Temperature. What happens if you
remove the thermostat in a car? What is a synonym for thermostat? Similar Asks. Popular Asks.
A thermostat replacement causes air to enter the system, and getting rid of any remaining air
pockets afterwards is extremely important. A running engine should, at all times, be kept at the
temperature that allows it to work most efficiently. In order to reach or maintain this specific
operating temperature , and in order to avoid the temperature fluctuations that are very harmful
to the engine, the system needs to be cooled. Therefore, the thermostat works continuously
while the car is being driven, regulating the flow of coolant towards the radiator. It is very
important to use the appropriate cooling water. When it is time to replace the thermostat , you
need to open the cooling system of the engine. This causes, on the one hand, some of the
engine coolant to escape and, on the other, some air to enter the system. To get rid of these air
pockets, the cooling system should be completely and carefully bled after the thermostat
replacement. If any air pockets remain, they are bound to interfere with the temperature sensor,
so the wrong information ends up being sent to the dashboard, which can eventually result in
engine overheating. It helps bleed the cooling system of trapped air by allowing air to pass into
the radiator, after which it can be released from the system. The jiggle pin is a big help in
bleeding air when filling an empty cooling system. The hole prevents the formation of an air
lock when the valve is closed. Mind that these types of thermostats should therefore always be
positioned so that the jiggle pin is located on the top side of the valve. It should be noted that
not all thermostats have a jiggle pin. Some thermostats have a bleeder valve instead, which is
located either directly in the thermostat housing or in the coolant hose going to the heat
exchanger or to the expansion tank. With these engines, too, it is vital to bleed the cooling
system. After all, air that gets trapped during thermostat replacement is the main cause of
thermal problems. Cookie disclaimer This website uses cookies to bring you the best visitor
experience. Read our Cookie Statement to know more about the cookies we use. If you continue
browsing on our websites, you consent to the use of these cookies. Home Thermostat
replacement: jiggle pin and bleeder valve. Thermostat replacement: jiggle pin and bleeder valve.
The function of the thermostat A running engine should, at all times, be kept at the temperature
that allows it to work most efficiently. Print this article. Please accept our cookies. Any old
school mechanic will know which way a thermostat goes because they have done so many. But
in the beginning, it can be confusing, and you can install it backward and cause a lot of funky
problems. The shorter end Arrow B of the thermostat always points toward the radiator hose,
and away from the engine. Therefore, the deep end Arrow C of the thermostat always gets
installed going towards, or into, the engine. Arrow A in the photo is the new thermostat gasket
on the new thermostat, make sure to always use a new thermostat gasket if your Factory
Service Manual calls for one. DIYers and beginner mechanics always forget to put the
thermostat gasket on the thermostat, as some new thermostats do not come with the gasket. If
you do not put a thermostat gasket on you will have a leaky thermostat and air entering the
cooling system. Meaning it will cause the car to overheat after time. On some cars, it is
impossible to install the thermostat upside down simply because it will not fit back in the
housing. However, on other cars or trucks, it is entirely possible to install the thermostat
backward and has been done by countless people. With this one, I am once again going to
highly encourage you to follow your factory service manual for your car or truck. Every
manufacturer is different in where they say the jiggle valve should go. The jiggle valve
positioning can also affect the entire cooling system on some cars and cause as much as an
degree Celsius change in the temperature. That may not sound like a lot, but on a hot engine
that is a big difference. The reason it is called a jiggle valve is that it typically has a little piece of
metal that jiggles around inside the hole. Through my research, though I realize it serves an
important function. The jiggle valve helps keep rust or other junk in the coolant from clogging
the small opening. By jiggling around as the coolant flows it breaks up gunk and keeps it from
clogging the hole. Pretty cool! However, I would always recommend using the OEM thermostat,
gasket, and then making sure you install the jiggle valve location according to the FSM. They
should help. There is no one way that fits all, however, if you properly bleed the cooling system
the jiggle valve should not come into play. Those are a huge pain in the butt, and avoiding
coolant bleeding problems is worth the five minutes to research which way the jiggle valve
goes. I have read this one online time and time again and have yet to give a try. It goes like this.
When installing a thermostat place an Advil, Aspirin, Tylenol, or another pill that will dissolve
inside the thermostat lip making it sit partially open. This will allow easier bleeding, as you can
fill the car with coolant and it will be able to burp through the thermostat cold. Typically you fill

the coolant, run the car, wait for the thermostat to open up and keep topping up the coolant.
With this trick, you can bleed the cooling system easier, and my vote is any way to make
bleeding the coolant is easier gets my vote. That ratchet set seriously delivers for the money,
and I highly recommend at least reading my review. Some where in the back of my mind I knew
the long side goes in to the engine block but the one I pulled out was opposite. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. I'm Max and this is my spot to geek out about car repair. This site is dedicated
to tool reviews, how to guides, and articles about car repair. I hope you enjoy the site and reach
out if you'd like to be interviewed. Table of Contents. One Comment Neal Buckley December 4,
at pm. Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. A Must
Have:. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by skeezix , Jan 20, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma
World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Thermostat Jiggle Valve on 3. Post Reply. After replacing
the thermostat I was browsing through my repair manual and noticed that the jiggle valve must
be up plus-or-minus 15 degrees. I don't recall in which position I installed the thermostat. How
important is the location of the jiggle valve and if it is not up what will happen? Joined: Sep 8,
Member: Messages: Gender: Male North Carolina Vehicle: 02 sr5 4x4 auto v6 turbo sold Turbo
with supporting mods and tranny to hold power. Dirty Pool , Jan 20, ARB , Jan 21, When I
removed the thermostat, the jiggle pin was at the 12 o'clock position and when I installed the
new thermostat I placed the jiggle pin at the 12 o'clock position. I bought the truck brand new in
January of , BTW. I just replaced rad hoses and thermostat. I was confused after reading in my
Haynes manual that it should be at 12 o'clock. Mine was coincidentally came out with it at 7
o'clock. I was confused as I'm the original owner and it's other original thermostat, so I
searched here. I trust y'all and the FSM that was referenced so, I put it at 6. Strange about the
typo in the Haynes though been using those for 20 years I just picked up a Gates degree
thermostat to replace mine and it doesn't have a jiggle valve. Do you guys think this will lead to
problems? If so, does anyone have a part number for a toyota degree thermostat for the 3. Does
it have a little "bite" out of the outer circumference? If so, put it in with the bite at 6 o'clock. Or,
pays your money at the dealer. Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Thread: Thermostat Jiggle
Valve on 3. All Categories. Genuine Toyota Thermostat. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Remember Me? Site Navigation. Howdy Everyone, Probably not the most exciting
thread like somebody showing pics of their sick mods on their 3rd Gen but I'd really like to find
an explanation out there of why the jiggle valve positioning can make such a big difference in
coolant temps around degrees. The FSM says the jiggle valve must be pointed downward at the
6 o'clock position. Some people with the Haynes manual for their trucks says it's supposed to
be placed at the 12 o'clock position. Some on this forum have recently replaced their
thermostats, including myself, and found the jiggle valves in different position. StreetCreeper
found his at the position. I found mine at the 3 o'clock position. I placed my new one at the 6
o'clock position and nothing changed. My coolant temps were around before and that's where
they are now. DK placed his at 12 and found he was running in the 's for his coolant temp. When
he switched it to 6, his coolant temp dropped to the standard range where most of us run at. I
did some more reading on thermostats and the function of the jiggle valve and found an
interesting statement from this Australian Radiator company. The jiggle pin also allows air
pockets to move past the Thermostat and the temperature to be regulated more efficiently.
Fitting High-Flow Thermostats will allow your vehicle cooling system to operate more
efficiently. But what is still hard to understand is why the position of the jiggle valve makes
such a big difference. Is it possible the coolant piping leading to the thermostat doesn't actually
fill completely to the top so a jiggle valve placed at the 12 o'clock position isn't going to be as
effective? I would think since the system is pressurized the piping would be full. Could it be
something with gravity? Hopefully some of you mechanical engineering types will be able to
explain this because I'd really like to understand what is happening that makes such a big
difference with the positioning of the jiggle valve. I can fix it! Others will swear by it, though and
my anecdotes are by no means the definitive answer I put every one at 12 o'clock FWIW , it's
just what I found in my experiences. I think I have an older post on this board or another from
where I mistakenly attributed a temp drop on my scangauge to reclocking my thermostat, but
during that bit of maintenance I also took the [leaking] rear heater core out of the loop and
changed the green coolant to Toyota red. Very good question and worthy post. Personally being
an old school seat of the pants kind of guy I tend to go with what I know. And I know two things.
Toyota says down. Chrysler in His goons the Dodge Bros agreed, but they may have been
sucking up. I am planning a timing belt job at the end of summer and I'll have to decide.
Personally I don't believe the whole 15 degrees of swing fantasy. Come to think of it I don't

believe any fantasies, although I do enjoy some of my own. I especially like the one where my 3.
But I digress. It makes so much more sense to me to have the valve at because the air bubbles
tend tow move upwards. But that isn't a scientific explanation, just sort of eye balled. I'd be
willing to consider a valid explanation to follow the manual. Hey, maybe it was a misprint? Or
the guy was pissed off at his boss and figured he'd live on in infamy by throwing us 3rd gen
guys a curve. I'm sure he knew we'd be doing timing belts forever. Hopefully someone truly
"knows" the verifiable answer. I'm curious too. It makes sense that putting it at 12 o clock would
work best, but I saw first hand that relocating it to 6 o clock yielded a 10C temperature drop.
That was with a system that I thought was properly purged, so it seems that 6 o clock is indeed
the correct position as per the FSM. Having the position correct might also be important at
reducing cavitation on the water pump. Note that you won't be able to tell the difference by
using the gauge cluster temperature indicator, but you will with an OBD reader. Member's
Picture Albums. Well I will play the game too. My guess is that hotter water tends to go up in a
system. When the valve is at the 12 OC position, the small stream of hot water going through
the giggle tends to follow the upper part of the hose, not hitting the functional part of the
thermostat, where it will make the spring open up. At 6 OC, the hot stream of water hits directly
the functional part of the thermostat which is in the middle of the thermostat , heating the wax
faster and opening the thermo at a lower temperature. Here is my guess. Yeah, it defies logic
but it sure makes an degree difference. I think it's probably just a result of the flow
characteristics of that section of the cooling system. I helped a friend do the water pump on a
Tahoe with the 5. There's a little nub on the gasket to make sure it goes where it's supposed to,
so there was obviously some effort made to make sure it goes in that specific location.
Originally Posted by jeremyc I think there is definitley something to it. Joe Z. Originally Posted
by Unner. Originally Posted by Joe Z. You're thinking too much about it. It's like Electricity.
Changed everything in the system except the radiator and still no change. This was before
knowing about the Jiggle Valve. RS Dude. If you use Amzoil coolant, then the position of the
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